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Figure 1: Left: Breaking dam scenario with 45 dynamic rigid bodies interacting with 710k fluid particles. Right: Three water
wheels driven by 790k fluid particles.
ABSTRACT
In this paper, we present the novel concept of density maps for
robust handling of static and rigid dynamic boundaries in fluid
simulations based on Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics (SPH).
In contrast to the vast majority of existing approaches, we use
an implicit discretization for a continuous extension of the den-
sity field throughout solid boundaries. Using the novel represen-
tation we enhance accuracy and efficiency of density and density
gradient evaluations in boundary regions by computationally ef-
ficient lookups into our density maps. The map is generated in
a preprocessing step and discretizes the density contribution in
the boundary’s near-field. In consequence of the high regularity
of the continuous boundary density field, we use cubic Lagrange
polynomials on a narrow-band structure of a regular grid for dis-
cretization. This strategy not only removes the necessity to sample
boundary surfaces with particles but also decouples the particle
size from the number of sample points required to represent the
boundary. Moreover, it solves the ever-present problem of particle
deficiencies near the boundary. In several comparisons we show
that the representation is more accurate than particle samplings,
especially for smooth curved boundaries. We further demonstrate
that our approach robustly handles scenarios with highly complex
boundaries and even outperforms one of the most recent sampling
based techniques.
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1 INTRODUCTION
In recent years, fluid simulations based on Smoothed Particle Hy-
drodynamics (SPH) have become increasingly popular. While a lot
of work has been put into the development of novel models for
the simulation of complex materials and efficient pressure solvers
to enforce incompressibility, the general concept of discretizing
boundary geometries using particle samplings remained largely
untouched and is the state-of-the-art.
In this paper we present the concept of density maps; a novel
model and discretization based on signed distance fields (SDFs) to
represent boundary geometries and to impose boundary conditions
with friction. Starting from a continuous representation extending
the fluid’s density field into the boundary geometry, we discretize
the function using cubic polynomials on a sparse grid without
any dependence on particle sampling. The main advantage of our
approach is that the higher-order approximation is able to very
accurately represent curved boundary surfaces. This results in very
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smooth trajectories of particles in contact where traditional particle
sampled boundaries produce artifacts in the dynamic movement
as shown in our results. Even in the rare case of particles strongly
penetrating the boundary, our implicit representation throughout
the boundary enables us to correctly recover non-penetration. An
additional advantage of our approach is that the discretization can
be precomputed which allows us to evaluate the underlying inte-
grals with high accuracy. Then, the discretized density map can be
queried very efficiently during runtime using a simple interpolation
function of constant complexity. Besides the efficiency of the den-
sity lookups the performance of neighborhood searches is greatly
improved due to the vanished requirement to account for bound-
ary particles. Additionally, our approach resolves the well-known
problem of particle deficiencies in the boundary near-field while
no particle sampling of the boundary is required. Furthermore, we
present an approach for solid-fluid coupling with a novel Coulomb
friction model. As the density maps are based on SDFs we can easily
compute contact normals and friction tangents using the gradient
of the map and can even reuse the SDFs for collision handling of
dynamic objects.
In our results, we show that the approach seamlessly integrates
into existing SPH pressure solvers. On the basis of several compar-
isons with particle-based boundary representations, we discuss the
advantages of our implicit representation and show that it is able to
produce the expected results in scenarios where particle sampled
boundaries produce artifacts. We demonstrate that the method is
able to robustly handle highly complex scenarios resulting in real-
istic dynamics (see Figure 1). Moreover, we show that our approach
outperforms most recent boundary particle based approaches.
2 RELATEDWORK
In recent years, a variety of SPH-based methods has been developed
to simulate complex fluid phenomena and solid-fluid interaction. In
this section, we will briefly discuss methods related to the presented
method. For a general overview over SPH based fluid simulations
we would like to refer the reader to the state-of-the-art report of
Ihmsen et al. [2014b].
In an early work, Monaghan [1992] developed the first approach
to simulate free surface flows with SPH using state equations. Later,
the concept of SPH was introduced to the computer graphics com-
munity for the simulation of deformables [Desbrun and Gascuel
1996] and fluids [Müller et al. 2003]. In order to simulate incom-
pressible fluids, Becker and Teschner [2007] proposed an equation
of state based approach to guarantee a small maximum compres-
sion by precomputation of a suitable stiffness coefficient. In the
following years, many implicit solvers were developed to enforce
incompressibility, either by demanding a divergence-free velocity
field or by counteracting particle compression through position
corrections or impulses. Raveendran et al. [2011] proposed a hy-
brid method using SPH and a background grid. While the fluid
was represented by particles, a divergence-free velocity field was
enforced on the grid. In contrast to enforcing a divergence-free
velocity field, Solenthaler and Pajarola [2009] used a predictive-
corrective scheme that avoids compression on the position level.
A similar, position based approach was presented by Macklin and
Müller [2013]. Later, Ihmsen et al. [2014a] discretized the pressure
Poisson equation to iteratively correct the density deviations, also
enforcing incompressibility on the position level. In contrast to
either enforcing a divergence-free velocity field or counteracting
compression based on particle positions, a solver satisfying both
conditions was proposed by Bender and Koschier [2017].
In order to handle static and dynamic solid boundaries traditional
approaches sample the boundary surface using special boundary
particles (cf. [1994]). Furthermore, specialized boundary kernel
functions are frequently used during the computation of bound-
ary pressure forces as introduced by Becker and Teschner [2007].
In contrast to counteracting boundary penetrations using forces,
Becker et al. [2009] proposed a predictor-corrector scheme for
boundary handling. However, the method suffers from particle
stacking artifacts near the boundary. In order to solve the prob-
lem, Ihmsen et al. [2010] presented a similar method that results in
smoother density distributions by accounting for the fluid pressure
near the boundary. A further improved variant of particle sam-
pled boundaries for two-way coupling was proposed by Akinci et
al. [2012]. They additionally compute normalized pseudo masses
for the boundary particles to account for non-uniform sampling
patterns. A staggered particle approach was proposed by He et
al. [2012]. They introduce auxiliary particles to enforce the desired
boundary conditions during a pressure projection on a divergence-
free velocity field on the staggered structure. Also adaptive sam-
pling approaches for two-way coupling of fluids with deformable
solids were developed over the years [Akinci et al. 2013; Müller
et al. 2004; Yang et al. 2012].
Eventually, all previously discussed approaches have one thing in
common. They all discretize solid boundaries using particles which
has the following consequences. Particle samplings of smooth sur-
faces are only moderately smooth resulting in a ‘bumpy‘ repre-
sentation. These irregularities bias the dynamics of the fluid and
cause an undesired friction effect which can also be interpreted as
artificial viscosity. We also demonstrate this effect in our results.
Furthermore, boundary particles produce a considerable computa-
tional overhead during neighborhood searches, force computations
and pressure solves. In contrast, our novel concept of density maps
is able to represent smooth surfaces very accurately using higher-
order polynomials and improves the efficiency in neighborhood
search algorithms and force computations.
Also approaches that avoid the use of particle samplings for
boundary handling and two-way coupling were proposed. Harada
et al. [2007a; 2007b] present a method for static boundary handling.
They construct a particle sampling for a planar example boundary
and sample the boundary’s density contribution dependent on the
distance of a proxy fluid particle. They further construct an SDF for
the boundary geometry and access the sampling using the yielded
distance values during runtime. However, the approach does not
correctly account for non-planar boundaries. Bodin et al. [2012]
developed a fluid solver that enforces boundary conditions using
unilateral constraints. However, their approach eventually results in
a mixed linear complementarity problem (MLCP) which is hard to
solve and computationally intensive as discussed by Erleben [2013].
In order to couple fluids with shells and cloth, Huber et al. [2015] de-
tect contacts using a continuous collision detection with the polygo-
nal surfaces and use impulses and forces to counteract penetrations.
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In the field of mechanical engineering, Kulasegram et al. [2004]
introduced a renormalization factor to improve the SPH approxi-
mation close to the boundary. The factor considers the overlapping
volume of kernel support and boundary domain. Similar gradient
correction terms for weakly compressible fluids were introduced
by Ferrand et al. [2013] for two-dimensional and by Mayrhofer et
al. [2011] for three-dimensional domains. The renormalization ap-
proach was later adopted by Fujisawa and Miura [2015] in the field
of computer graphics. They represent boundaries using triangular
meshes and compute the renormalization factors during runtime.
While they avoid the requirement to sample the boundary geome-
try with particles, they report of a significant drop in performance
due to the factor computation. Even worse, for larger numbers
of triangles the computational effort increases resulting in a sig-
nificantly worse performance compared to sampling approaches.
A semi-analytic approach that extends the density field into the
boundary was proposed by Monaco et al. [2011]. While they solve
the radial portion of the occurring volume integrals analytically,
they have to perform a numerical integration over the remaining
dimensions during runtime. Very recently, a Moving Least-Squares
(MLS) based approach was proposed by Band et al. [2017]. They
identify planar regions in a particle sampled boundary and fit a
plane into the region usingMLS. This improves the density estimate
and normal computation resulting in a smoother representation.
Unfortunately, their approach does not easily generalize to arbitrary
boundary shapes.
In contrast to the discussed approaches, we precompute an accu-
rate implicit representation of an extended boundary density field
for arbitrary boundary geometries. Consequently, the boundary
density and density gradient contributing to a fluid particle can
be efficiently accessed during runtime by performing only a single
query into our density map.
3 GOVERNING EQUATIONS AND STANDARD
SPH DISCRETIZATION
The dynamic behavior of a wide range of fluids is represented by
the incompressible Navier-Stokes equations
Dρ
Dt
= 0 ⇔ ∇ · v = 0 (1)
Dv
Dt
= − 1
ρ
∇p + ν∇2v + f
ρ
, (2)
where ρ, t , v,p,ν and f stand for fluid density, time, velocity, pres-
sure, kinematic viscosity and specific external forces, respectively.
While the incompressibility condition is represented by Equation (1),
Equation (2) describes momentum conservation. An analytical solu-
tion to these partial differential equations with arbitrary boundary
conditions is unknown. Therefore, the equations have to be dis-
cretized in order to compute a numerical solution.
A popular method for spatial discretization of the problem is the
SPH formalism. Following the standard approach scalar and vector
fields are approximated and rewritten in discrete form as described
in the following.
Given a function f : Ω → Rn that maps a position vector x in
the problem domain Ω ⊂ R3 to a scalar or vectorial value, it can be
rewritten using the Dirac delta identity and approximated by re-
placing the delta distribution with a kernel functionW : R+0 → R+0
with compact support:
f (x) =
∫
Ω
f (x∗) δ (x − x∗)dx∗
≈
∫
Dx
f (x∗)W (∥x − x∗∥,h)dx∗
=
∫
Dx
f (x∗)
ρ(x∗) W (∥x − x
∗∥,h) ρ(x∗)dx∗︸    ︷︷    ︸
dm
,
(3)
where h represents the smoothing length of the kernel and Dx
the spherical domain around x whereW (∥x − x∗∥) > 0. In the
following we will refer to the radius of the domain Dx as sup-
port radius r . More specifically, the kernel is chosen such that
limh→0W (∥x − x∗∥,h) = δ (∥x − x∗∥) subject to normalization∫
Ω
W (∥x − x∗∥,h)dx∗ = 1. The integral resulting from Equation (3)
is then discretized into a sum over particle positions where each
particle j carries a portion of the fluid massmj :
f (x) ≈
∑
j
mj
ρ j
f (xj )W (∥x − xj ∥,h).
Please note that due to the fact that the kernel functionW has
compact support only a small subset of the fluid particles located
close to the evaluation point x contribute to the sum. Using effi-
cient algorithms to determine the neighboring particles the number
of evaluations to compute the sum can be minimized. When the
presented discretization is applied to the density field the formula
reduces to
ρ(x) ≈
∑
j
mjW (∥x − xj ∥,h). (4)
In order to account for solid boundaries the boundary surface is
usually sampled using so-called boundary particles which serve as a
continuous extension of the density field. Due to the field extension
the density of a particle approaching the boundary will increase
until the resulting pressure forces stop the particle from penetrating
the boundary. Then Equation (4) is extended by a second sum over
the contributing density of the boundary particles k :
ρ(x) ≈
∑
j
mjW (∥x − xj ∥,h) +
∑
k
m˜kW˜ (∥x − xk ∥,h). (5)
Often specialized boundary kernels W˜ or special pseudo-masses
m˜k are used as presented by Becker and Teschner [2007] and Akinci
et al. [2012], respectively. Again, only boundary particles in the
close neighborhood of the query point x are considered due to the
compact supports ofW and W˜ .
Discussion. Representing boundary regions with particle sam-
plings has several disadvantages. The irregularity of the sampling
patterns introduces a certain noise in the dynamics of the fluid. This
also causes undesired friction between boundary and fluid which
can be physically interpreted as artificial viscosity. We demonstrate
these effects in Section 6. In order to alleviate the effects of irregu-
larity the boundaries can be oversampled. This, however, results
in a considerable computational overhead in neighborhood search
algorithms and during pressure solves and force computations. Fur-
ther, the detail with which smooth surfaces can be represented is
dependent on the particle size so the number of required boundary
particles increases when the size of the fluid particles is decreased.
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Figure 2: Domains required to generate the densitymap for a
point located in a particle represented by a black dot. While
the red area depicts the boundary domain ΩB the blue area
represents the integration domain for the evaluation of the
boundary density value at the particle position.
4 CONTINUOUS BOUNDARY MODEL
In this section we will introduce our novel concept of density maps.
Recalling the continuous approximation described in Equation (3),
we additively decompose the integral by splitting the integration
domain into boundary domain ΩB and fluid domain Dx \ ΩB (cf.
Figure 2) such that the density function can be rewritten as
ρ(x) = ρF (x) + ρcB (x).
Subsequently, we discretize the integral over the fluid domain into
the usual sum resulting in
ρF (x) =
∫
Dx \ΩB
W (∥x − x∗∥,h)dm
≈
∑
j
mjW (∥x − xj ∥,h).
The basis for the boundary model is a virtual extension of the
density field into solid boundaries. Given a boundary object B the
boundary density contribution in continuous form ρcB is defined by
ρcB (x) =
∫
Dx∩ΩB
γ (Φ(x∗))W (∥x − x∗∥,h)dx∗ (6)
Φ(x) = s(x) inf
x∗∈∂B
∥x − x∗∥ with s(x) =
{
−1 if x ∈ B
+1 otherwise
(7)
ΩB =
{
x ∈ R3 | γ (Φ(x)) , 0} .
Here γ : R → R+ is a (non-strictly) monotonically decreasing
function which yields higher values for higher penetration depth.
The signed distance represented by Φ : R3 → R is then passed
as an argument to γ . From a physical point of view this means
that if a particle approaches or penetrates the boundary surface,
the basis density function γ yields increasing non-negative values.
Finally, we model the resulting density field as convolution of γ
with the SPH kernelW in order to fit the smoothed discretization.
While a choice of γ as constant function is generally possible, we
rather model the boundary’s basis density field as continuous linear
function
γ (x) =
{
ρ0
(
1 − xr
)
if x ≤ r
0 otherwise.
(8)
The function’s domain is chosen slightly larger than the boundary
objectB and equals the rest density ρ0 on the boundary surface. The
reason for choosing a linear function is twofold. Firstly, a piecewise
constant choice of γ would result in a discontinuity that makes
the integral in Equation (6) much harder to evaluate numerically.
Secondly, in the rare case that a particle strongly penetrates the
boundary, the linear model enforces that the gradient direction of
the function still points outwards in order to resolve the penetration.
Obviously, the support of γ (Φ) on the domain ΩB is enlarged by the
kernel support radius r . The choice for defining γ on this extended
boundary domain ΩB rather than directly on B is motivated by
practical considerations. As we visualize particles using spheres or
using a reconstructed polygonal surface with a certain offset, this
buffer ensures that the fluid never visually penetrates the boundary
surface. Also an interesting observation is that the sampling based
boundary handling approach proposed by Akinci et al. [2012] can
be interpreted as particle discretization of our model with γ (s) = ρ0.
The final question that remains is: How can we accurately and
efficiently compute the function values of ρcB described by the
integral in Equation (6)? Not only does this involve computing a
numerical solution to an integral but also evaluating the signed
distance to the boundary’s surface. Generally, an evaluation during
runtime, e.g. using regular sampling, quadrature or Monte-Carlo
sampling methods, is possible. However, an accurate numerical
computation of the integral can be computationally costly as this
may require a large number of function evaluations. Therefore, one
either has to sacrifice accuracy for computational efficiency or vice
versa.
A first step in the course of avoiding the runtime computation is
the following important observation. For static boundaries ρcB is,
in terms of runtime variables, solely dependent on the query point
x. This also holds for rigid dynamic boundaries as the function
can simply be evaluated at RT (x − c), where R and c represent the
rotation of the body and its center of mass’ translation, respectively.
This means the correct density can be computed using a simple
linear-affine transformation of the query point x into the rigid
body’s reference space and allows us to evaluate the contributing
boundary density at any point in the boundary’s reference space
prior to the simulation. Consequently, this renders the possibility to
precompute a highly accurate representation of the boundary den-
sity field. This will also allow us to perform very efficient boundary
density queries during runtime.
5 DISCRETE DENSITY MAPS
The purpose of this section is to develop a suitable discretization
and construction algorithm for Equation (6).
We suggest to discretize the function using cubic polynomials of
Serendipity type on a regular hexahedral grid for the following rea-
sons. As discussed by Jones et al. [2006] signed distance functions
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are continuous everywhere. Further, the convolution of the bound-
ary’s basis density field γ (Φ(x)) with the (usually at least cubic
polynomial) SPH kernel enforces a certain smoothness of ρcB . The
regularity of high-order polynomials is therefore well-suited to dis-
cretize the smooth function with high accuracy. An obvious choice
for C0 continuous polynomial discretization is a tensor-product
space of Lagrange polynomials. Due to the regular nodal pattern
implied by the basis, the approximation can be easily constructed by
simply sampling the underlying field at the node pattern. However,
in three dimensions a single cubic element requires 64 nodes com-
pared to an 8-node linear element. In order to reduce the number
of nodes we use cubic Serendipity type elements. As also discussed
by Arnold and Awanou [2011], this element type only requires
32 nodes and is able to maintain C0 continuity while it has the
same approximation order. A quantitative evaluation for an exam-
ple boundary density field that demonstrates the superiority of the
cubic Serendipity element compared to a sampling approach with
trilinear interpolation is presented and discussed in Section 6. For a
general introduction and discussion on Serendipity type elements
for discretization we would like to refer the reader to the works of
Zienkiewicz et al. [2013] and Arnold and Awanou [2011].
As previously discussed, evaluations of the boundary density can
be computationally intensive since they involve the evaluation of a
signed distance to a possibly high-resolution polygonal surface and
numerical integration to compute the convolution with the kernel
function. In order to optimize evaluations we split the discretization
process into three major steps:
(1) Discretization of the signed distance function Φ,
(2) Identification of grid cells close to the boundary resulting
in a sparse, narrow-band pattern,
(3) Discretization of the boundary density field ρcB on the
sparse grid.
We would like to stress the fact that all steps are part of the pre-
processing leading to very efficient lookups in the course of the
simulation. In the following paragraphs, each step will be described
in detail.
Signed Distance Field Generation. In general, a signed distance
field is either represented by analytic implicit functions or can be
generated from explicit geometric representations. Based on the
fact that complex geometries are usually represented by polygonal
meshes, we will describe the algorithm to discretize the induced
SDF using cubic Lagrange polynomials on a regular hexahedral
grid.
Under the assumption that the input meshes are two-manifold,
we first compute the unsigned distance to the mesh and determine
the sign using the pseudo-normal test proposed by Bærentzen and
Aanæs [2005]. In order to improve the performance of the signed
distance computation, we construct a bounding sphere hierarchy
beforehand and traverse the structure accordingly.
As discussed earlier, we use isoparametric shape functions of
Serendipity type with 32 nodes (cf. Figure 3) and sample the exact
signed distance on each node in world space. We can then use the
values Φi = Φ(xi ) according to their sample points on the grid to
cubically interpolate values within each cell using the according
shape functions defined as follows:
Figure 3: Cubic 32-node element of Serendipity type in
isoparametric space.
• Corner node (ξi = ±1, ηi = ±1, ζi = ±1) :
Ni =
1
64 (1 + ξiξ )(1 + ηiη)(1 + ζiζ )
[
9(ξ 2 + η2 + ζ 2) − 19] (9)
• Representative edge node (ξi = ± 13 , ηi = ±1, ζi = ±1) :
Ni =
9
64 (1 − ξ
2)(1 + 9ξiξ )(1 + ηiη)(1 + ζiζ ), (10)
where ξ i = (ξi ,ηi , ζi )T represents the nodal positions in isopara-
metric space (cf. [Zienkiewicz et al. 2013]). Here, Equation (10) de-
scribes the shape functions on a representative edge that is aligned
in ξ -direction. The remaining edge nodes and according shape func-
tions can easily be determined by permutation of coefficients ξi ,
ηi and ζi and coordinates ξ , η and ζ . Finally, the interpolation is
described by
Φ(x) ≈
32∑
i=1
Ni (T (x))Φi
T (x) = [diag(b − a)]−1 (2x − (b + a)) ,
where a and b are the hexahedral cell’s minimum and maximum
bound vectors and where T : R3 → R3 maps a coordinate in world
space to a coordinate in the element’s isoparametric space.
Identification of Sparse Structure. As discussed earlier, the den-
sity field according to Equations (6) and (8) for signed distances
of Φ > 2r vanishes. Moreover, we assume that particles will not
penetrate the boundary more than three times their smoothing
length. In fact, in none of our experiments a particle the boundary
at all. Consequently, we use the discretized distance field to iden-
tify unnecessary cells. This greatly reduces the amount of memory
required to store the discretized fields and avoids unnecessary in-
terpolations in far away cells. Based on the previous observation
and assumption we discard all cells that do not meet the following
criterion {
keep cell if 2r > Φmin ∧ Φmax > −r
discard cell otherwise,
where Φmin and Φmax are the minimum and maximum signed dis-
tance from the cell to the boundary surface. Although we never
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Figure 4: 2D slice of a 3D densitymap. The boundary density
contribution is visualized using a linear scale from white to
red. The black contour represents the object surface inter-
secting the visualized slice.
experienced a particle penetrating the boundary, we formulated
the criterion such that cells located within the radius r around the
zero contour are also kept as safety buffer.
Boundary Density Field Evaluation and Discretization. In the third
and final step, we evaluate the boundary density function given
by Equation (6) at each node in the remaining sparse structure. As
this is all part of the precomputation, we can invest all our compu-
tational resources to compute numerical solutions to the integral
with very high accuracy. We have implemented an adaptive Gauss-
Kronrod quadrature algorithm that efficiently estimates the residual
during computation using a nested quadrature rule (cf. [Piessens
and Branders 1974]). However, the usage of any quadrature method
such as Monte-Carlo or naive sampling etc. is possible. After de-
termination of all nodal values we can again interpolate values at
arbitrary positions within each cell using the functions described in
Equations (9) and (10). A graphical illustration of a density map for
the Stanford dragon is given in Figure 4. Please note that this image
visualizes a 2D slice of a 3D density map. Therefore, also points lo-
cated in close proximity to the surface in depth direction contribute
to the field, e.g. in the region around the tip of the dragons tail.
5.1 Incorporation into Existing Pressure
Solvers
Many types of fluids we encounter in daily life are nearly incom-
pressible. Therefore, many implicit pressure solvers for the simu-
lation of incompressible fluids were proposed in recent years, e.g.
[Bender and Koschier 2017; Ihmsen et al. 2014a; Macklin and Müller
2013; Solenthaler and Pajarola 2009]. In this section we will discuss
how our density maps can be incorporated into existing solvers.
Density and Density Gradient. All pressure solvers typically have
one thing in common. They all rely on density and density gradient
evaluations in order to project the velocities onto a divergence-free
field and/or to project the particle positions onto an uncompressed
state. Both quantities can then be evaluated using
ρcB (x) ≈ ρB (x) =
32∑
i=1
Ni (T (x))ρB,i (11)
∇xρcB

x ≈ ∇xρB |x =
32∑
i=1
∇Ni |ξ=T (x) ρB,i , (12)
where ρB,i = ρcB (ξ i ) are the boundary density values, evaluated at
the grid nodes of the hexahedral cell containing x.
Density Advection. The mentioned pressure solvers further rely
on a density evaluation after an advection based on a candidate
velocity field. Solvers of predictive-corrective nature (cf. [Macklin
and Müller 2013; Solenthaler and Pajarola 2009]) actually perform
the advection to get a candidate position for each particle and
reevaluate the density. However, they often ignore the fact that the
previously computed neighborhood information is invalidated by
the advection and avoid recomputing the neighborhood informa-
tion. Besides the problem that the neighborhood information for
fluid particles is invalidated this also holds for boundary particles
in boundary sampling based approaches. Fortunately, our approach
results in the exact result of the boundary density contribution after
advections as our method does not rely on boundary particles.
Other pressure solvers (cf. [Bender and Koschier 2017; Ihmsen
et al. 2014a]) approximate the advected density at a particle i using
a Taylor series of first order in time
ρ(xi (t + ∆t)) ≈ ρ(xi (t)) + Dρ(xi (t))
Dt
∆t . (13)
Generally, this strategy is very convenient as it circumvents the
problem of invalidated neighborhood information at the expense
of a loss in accuracy due to the first order approximation. However,
when density maps are used an actual advection of the boundary
density contribution is both computationally cheap and very ac-
curate. Therefore, we reformulate the estimation by splitting the
density into fluid and boundary density
ρ(xi (t + ∆t)) = ρF (xi (t + ∆t)) + ρB (xi (t + ∆t))
≈ ρF (xi (t)) + DρF (xi (t))
Dt
∆t + ρB (xi (t + ∆t)).
(14)
When we aim to evaluate ρB (xi (t + ∆t)) for a particle i , we simply
advect the particle in a prediction step and access the density map
yielding the desired result. If rigid dynamic boundaries are involved,
we also have to account for their movement. In order to do so, we
compute the position and orientation of the body at time t + ∆t in
the prediction step by time integration prior to the evaluation of
ρB (xi (t + ∆t)).
5.2 Two-way Coupling with Dynamic
Boundaries and Friction
Over the course of the simulation, the fluid interacts with dynamic
boundaries exerting forces on the fluid and vice-versa. While the
influence of the rigid bodies on the fluid comes naturally due to
their movement and spatially changing position of their underlying
density maps, we additionally have to account for the forces exerted
by the fluid on the rigid objects. Following Newton’s third law,
we simply apply the negative force that the boundary exerted on
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the particle on the dynamic boundary object in order to ensure
conservation of momentum. Finally, the force a particle i exerts on
a rigid object B at the point of contact is
fB←i =mi
pi
ρ2i
∇xi ρB

xi
.
5.3 Friction
Usually fluid friction is modeled as viscous force for energy dissipa-
tion near the boundary (cf. [Akinci et al. 2012; Becker and Teschner
2007]). In this case, however, the friction force is not necessarily
acting tangential to the boundary surface. Therefore, we introduce
a friction model inspired by Coulomb friction using the density
map information in order to apply forces acting exactly tangential
to the boundary surface. The friction force counteracting the slip
of a particle i is then defined by
f i,f = −µmi
pi
ρ2i
∥∇xi ρB ∥ ti (15)
with tangent vector ti = ∆vi − (∆vi · ni )ni and normal vector
ni = ∇xi ρB/∥∇xi ρB ∥, where µ > 0 is the friction coefficient and
∆vi = vi − vB is the relative velocity between the fluid particle
and the boundary. For a dynamic rigid body with velocity v and
angular velocity ω the boundary velocity is determined by vB =
v+ (ω × (xB − c)), where xB denotes the point of contact. However,
in order to avoid that a particle changes its tangential direction due
to f i,f we finally use the following definition of the friction force
f ′i,f =
{
f i,f if − ∆tmi f i,f · ti < ∆vi · ti
−mi∆t (∆vi · ti )ti otherwise.
(16)
Thanks to our implicit boundary representation, we can efficiently
reuse the density map’s gradient to compute the force. Analogously
to the application of pressure forces on the dynamic boundaries, we
apply the negative friction force to the dynamic object in contact.
6 RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
For the experiments in this section we integrated our boundary
handling into two state-of-the-art SPH methods: DFSPH [Bender
and Koschier 2017] and IISPH [Ihmsen et al. 2014a], and used the cu-
bic spline kernel [Monaghan 1992]. Following the suggestion of the
corresponding authors we enforced an average compression of less
than 0.01 % and a divergence-error of less than 0.1 % (only DFSPH).
Moreover, we use the parallel method of Ihmsen et al. [2011] to
compute particle neighborhood information and XSPH to account
for viscosity [Schechter and Bridson 2012]. For the simulation of
rigid bodies we integrated the open-source library PositionBased-
Dynamics [Bender 2017] in our simulator and reused the generated
sparse SDFs for collision detection. All measurements in this sec-
tion were performed on two Intel Xeon E5-2697 processors with
2.7 GHz, 12 cores per processor and 64GB RAM.
Comparisons with Particle Sampled Boundaries. We compared
the behavior and performance of our approach with the sampling
based approach of Akinci et al. [2012]. In our first experiments we
demonstrate that our density maps accurately represent boundary
surfaces while sampling based approaches may lead to artifacts
and bias the resulting dynamics. The particle boundaries were
generated using the Poisson-disk sampling algorithm with blue
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Figure 5: Trajectory of a single fluid particle flowing down
an inclined plane. The used particle sampling with the slid-
ing particle is depicted in the lower left corner.
noise properties described in [Corsini et al. 2012]. Naturally, other
sampling algorithms can be used instead. Nevertheless, the general
concept of particle sampling in three dimensions is inextricably
linked to the irregularities in the boundary representation.
We dropped a single fluid particle on an inclined plane, compar-
ing the particle trajectory yielded by our method to the particle
based boundary handling approach of Akinci et al. [2012]. The
trajectories of the fluid particle are shown in Figure 5. The graphs
clearly show that the particle jumps several times for the particle-
sampled boundary representation while our method lets the particle
follow a smooth trajectory.
In a similar scenario depicted in Figure 6 we sampled an inclined
plane with three different resolutions. While we used SPH particles
with kernel support radius r = 0.8 the planes were sampled with
sampling distances 0.2, 0.1 and 0.05, respectively. The fourth plane
was discretized using our approach with cell size 0.2. Then, a grid
of fluid particles is dropped on each individual plane such that
the particles do not influence each other as the incompressibility
condition is initially fulfilled. The trajectories of the fluid particles
sliding on the sampled boundary are strongly biased resulting in a
chaotic movement (cf. Figure 6a). In the case of a moderately or even
strongly oversampled boundary the effect is alleviated. However,
the irregularity of the sampling still considerably influences the
particle dynamics (cf. Figures 6b and 6c). Finally, using our density
map representation the particles linearly slide down the slope as
expected (cf. Figure 6d). We would further like to mention that
dense samplings lead to a larger number of particles in each parti-
cle neighborhood. This again leads to a significant computational
overhead in the neighborhood search.
In a third and final comparison a fluid (r = 0.2) is trapped inside
a spherical boundary with radius 3. Additionally, the boundary
is rotating along the x-axis with constant angular velocity while
the contact between fluid and boundary is frictionless. Again, we
compared a particle sampled boundary representation with our
density map approach with 1003 grid cells. Due to the rotational
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(a) Standard sampling with
sampling distance 0.2 and
~69k boundary particles.
(b) Dense sampling with sam-
pling distance 0.1 and ~286k
boundary particles.
(c) Very dense sampling with
sampling distance 0.05 and
~1.14M boundary particles.
(d) Density map.
Figure 6: A grid of particles slides down an inclined plane.
The plane was either discretized with particles or using our
approach. Our method maintains the grid structure while
the boundary samplings bias the particle trajectories.
Figure 7: Comparison of frictionless fluid simulations inside
rotating spheres with sampled (left) and implicit boundary
(right). The sampling pattern is partially illustrated in the
left image. Independent of the resolution, particles never
rest due to the irregularity of the boundary while the fluid
handled by the implicit boundary rests perfectly.
invariance of the boundary geometry the rotation of the sphere
should not influence the fluid. As illustrated in Figure 7 our repre-
sentation perfectly fulfills this expectation while the fluid inside
the particle based boundary never rests due to oscillations induced
by the uneven boundary. Even worse, sometimes particles started
to jump due to the irregularity of the sampling.
Complex Scenarios. We simulated a breaking dam scenario using
IISPH with 2.1 million particles in a box with rounded corners
and 25 static Stanford armadillos as obstacles in the first scenario
(cf. Figure 8). The density map of each armadillo was discretized by
100 × 150 × 100 cells. However, the simulation required only one
instance of the discretization as it was reused for all instances of
the object. The result shows that our method is able to robustly
handle large scenarios with millions of particles.
Figure 8: Breaking dam scenario consisting of 2.1 million
fluid particles and 25 armadillos as static obstacles in a box.
Figure 9: Benchmark scenario with a dragon obstacle.
In the second scenario we compared the performance of a fluid
simulation with our method to the method of Akinci et al. [2012]
using DFSPH. We used a breaking dam scenario with a static Stan-
ford dragon as obstacle (see Figure 9). The fluid consisted of 211k
particles while the obstacle was either sampled using 586k par-
ticles or discretized into 200 × 160 × 100 cells. The average time
step using the method of Akinci et al. took ~355ms of which the
neighborhood search took ~57ms on average. A simulation using
our method outperformed the previous one resulting in an aver-
age time step of ~241ms with ~33ms for the neighborhood search.
On the basis of these results, we achieved a speed-up of factor 1.5.
Moreover, the lack of boundary particles in our approach sped up
the neighborhood search by approximately factor 2.
In a further experiment we simulated three water wheels driven
by 790k fluid particles using DFSPH where the wheels were dis-
cretized using 160 × 160 × 64 cells (cf. Figure 1, right). The wheels
were constrained using hinge joints resulting in a complex mechan-
ical scenario. The result shows how the two-way coupling correctly
accelerates the wheels resulting in a steady and realistic movement.
In the fourth scenario illustrated in Figure 1 (left), we simulated
a breaking dam scenario with 45 dynamic rigid objects of different
shapes and 710k fluid particles using DFSPH without friction. The
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Figure 10: Hollow spheres with rubber ducks and 510k fluid
particles are rolling in a half-pipe with different friction co-
efficients: µ = 0 (blue), µ = 250 (green) and µ = 500 (red).
result demonstrates that our method greatly deals with several
floating objects interacting and colliding with each other while
being in contact with the fluid.
The sixth experiment was simulated using IISPH and shows how
three hollow spheres containing rubber ducks and fluids consisting
of 510k particles in total with different friction coefficients of µ = 0
(blue), µ = 250 (green) and µ = 500 (red) roll in a half-pipe. Please
note that we used the same friction coefficient for contacts between
the duck and the sphere in all three simulations. In this result one
can see, that the blue fluid remains mostly on the ground of the
sphere and does not react to its rotation. In contrast, the green fluid
gets influenced by the inner surface of the hollow sphere following
its rotation. The red fluid also shows the mentioned effect and
even flips the rubber duck on its back after a few seconds. Another
physically meaningful effect is that the rolling movement of the
spheres slows down earlier due to the energy dissipation.
In the final scene we simulated a ball floating on water (ρ0 =
1000). The ball initially had a density of 100. In the course of the
simulation we doubled the density of the ball every three seconds.
As illustrated in Figure 11 the ball initially lightly floats on the fluid
surface. The gradually increased density lets the floating height
decrease. When the density finally exceeds the rest density of the
fluid, the ball sinks to the ground, as expected.
Linear vs. Cubic Density Maps. To demonstrate the benefit of
using cubic polynomials of Serendipity type instead of regular sam-
pling with trilinear interpolation, we computed a high-resolution
reference solution for a circular boundary with radius 1 on a two-
dimensional domain for particle support radius r = 0.1. We gener-
ated two discretizations of the function. One using regular sampling
and the other one using our cubic polynomials. We further used
approximately the same number of nodes in both grids. For the
regular sampling we used a grid of 101 × 101 cells inheriting 10404
nodes while the cubic field was constructed for a grid of 45×45 cells
with 10396 nodes. In order to evaluate the quality of the discretiza-
tions we computed the error to the reference solution relative to the
reference density ϵ = |ρB −ρcB |/ρ0. A plot of the error functions for
both discretizations is depicted in Figure 12. Further, the average
ρ = 100 ρ = 800 ρ = 1600
Figure 11: Solid ball with time-varying density interacts
with water (ρ0 = 1000).
error for the regular sampling was 1.06 × 10−2. The average error
for the cubic field was 3.04 × 10−3 and therefore nearly one order
of magnitude lower than the error of the linear discretization.
7 CONCLUSION
In this paper we presented the novel concept of density maps; a
method to simulate static and dynamic boundaries with friction
in SPH simulations. Based on signed distance information, we in-
troduced a continuous formulation that extends the fluid’s density
throughout the boundary. The function was then discretized using
cubic polynomials on a sparse hexahedral grid in a precomputation
step. This higher order representation is able to very accurately
represent curved surfaces. Even in cases of strong boundary pene-
trations, the involved particles can be correctly recovered.Moreover,
the evaluation of the boundary density contribution using the inter-
polation function of the grid cells is computationally very efficient
compared to approaches based on particle sampled boundaries. In
our results, we demonstrated that the method is more accurate
and produces no artifacts compared to sampling based techniques.
It also maintains stability even in highly complex scenarios and
outperforms one of the most recent sampling based approaches.
Like every other method our approach has some limitations.
Models with high frequency or sharp features are smoothed out
due to our cubic polynomials. Therefore, we would like to use an
adaptive discretization method in the spirit of [Koschier et al. 2016].
Another limitation is that the density maps cannot be precomputed
for deformables, so further research on possibilites to perform up-
dates could be beneficial. Also, we did not consider no-slip boundary
conditions. However, we are confident that these conditions can be
easily imposed by extending the velocity field into the boundary as
described in [Monaco et al. 2011].
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